[Surgical therapy strategies in carcinoma in situ of the breast].
The surgical treatment of carcinoma in situ of the breast depends on the histological type. After detecting a lobular carcinoma in situ (CLIS) either an intensive (aftercare) follow-up is recommended or a bilateral mastectomy. The choice for one of these two very different forms of therapy can be done only after intensive psychological dialog with patient. The reason for the different forms of further treatment is the multicentric and often bilateral occurrence of CLIS and the potential risk of developing an invasive cancer. The therapy of the ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), which often spread out in a segment of one breast, is the total excision of the lesion with clear margins. The Van Nuys Prognostic Index depending on the histological results (tumor-diameter, thickness of clear margins, pathocytologic classification) indicates further treatment such as radiotherapy or mastectomy to lower the chance of local recurrence.